364                     COMPLETE  SPECIFICATIONS.
(gg) For concrete masonry, in place, iormed of three parts of broken stone or screened gravel to one part of cement, and made with American cement mortar mixed in the proportion of one part of cement to two parts of sand, including- all incidental work, the sum of - ($ - ) per cubic yard.
(^) For plastering all concrete walls with Portland cement, including all incidental work, the sum of - ($ - ) per superficial square yard.
(t) For brick masonry, laid in Portland cement mortar mixed in the proportion of one part of cement to two parts of sand, and including all pointing, centering, etc., and removing the same, and all incidental work, the sum of - ($ - ) per cubic yard.
(J) For paving in place, including all incidental work, the sum of - ($ - ) per cubic yard.
(>£) For riprap in place, including all incidental work, the sum of - ($ - ) per cubic yard.
(/) For broken stone in place (other than that used in making concrete and the walk), including all incidental work, the sum of - ($ - ) per cubic yard.
(m) For rubble-stone masonry, laid in American cement mortar, mixed in the proportion of one part of cement to two parts of sand, including all incidental work, the sum of -($ - ) per cubic yard.
(n) For face work of broken ashlar, in addition to the price paid per cubic yard as rubble, including pointing in neat Portland cement, and all incidental work, the sum of -($ - ) per superficial square foot.
(0) For facing stone masonry of range stones laid in American cement mortar mixed in the proportion of one part of cement to two parts of sand and pointing in neat Portland cement, including all incidental work, the sum of -($ - ) per cubic yard.
For coping laid in place, and pointed in neat Portland cement, including all incidental work, the sum of - (<g - ) per linear or running foot.
(<^) For dimension stone masonry laid in American cement mortar mixed in the proportion of one part of cement to two parts of sand, including pointing in neat Portland cement, centering, etc., and all incidental work, the sum of -($ - ) per cubic yard.
(r) For fine hammer dressing (six cut work) the sum of ($ - ) per superficial square foot.
(s) For all kinds of masonry laid in American cement mortar mixed in the proportion of one part of cement to one part of sand, in addition to the prices per cubic yard hereinbefore stipulated to be paid for the same class of masonry laid in American cement mortar mixed in the proportion of one part

